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ABSTRACT
Data mining means extracting hidden, previous unknown knowledge and rules
with potential value to decision from mass data in database. Association rule mining
is a main researching area of data mining area, which is widely used in practice. With
the development of network technology and the improvement of level of IT
application, distributed database is commonly used. Distributed data mining is
mining overall knowledge which is useful for management and decision from
database distributed in geography. It has become an important issue in data mining
analysis. Distributed data mining can achieve a mining task with computers in
different site on the internet. It can not only improve the mining efficiency, reduce
the transmitting amount of network data, but is also good for security and privacy of
data. Based on related theories and current research situation of data mining and
distributed data mining, this thesis will focus on analysis on the structure of
distributed mining system and distributed association rule mining algorithm.
This thesis first raises a structure of distributed data mining system which is
base on multi-agent. It adopts star network topology, and realize distributed saving
mass data mining with multi-agent. Based on raised distributed data mining system,
this these brings about a new distributed association rule mining algorithm—RK-tree
algorithm. RK-tree algorithm is based on the basic theory of twice knowledge
combination. Each sub-site point first mines local frequency itemset from local
database, then send the mined local frequency itemset to the main site point. The
main site point combines those local frequency itemset and get overall candidate
frequency itemset, and send the obtained overall candidate frequency itemset to
each sub-site point. Each sub-site point count the supporting rate of those overall
candidate frequency itemset and sent it back to the main site point. At last, the main
site point combines the results sent by sub-site point and gets the overall frequency
itemset and overall association rule. This algorithm just needs three times
communication between the main and sub-site points, which greatly reduces the
amount and times of communication, and improves the efficiency of selection.
What's more, each sub-site point can fully use existing good centralized association
rule mining algorithm to realize local association rule mining, which can enable them
to obtain better local data mining efficiency, as well as reduce the workload. This
algorithm is simple and easy to realize. The last part of this thesis is the conclusion
of the analysis, as well as the direction of further research.
Key words: data mining, distributed, Association rule, multi-agent,
RK-tree algorithm
PREFACE
Due to the wide application of database technology and information technology,
all the present large-size databases exist in the distributed form. Therefore, research
on the distributed data mining has been the focal point of data mining research[1].
The association rule mining is one active researching branch that has made great
achievements in the data mining research. It gives the researcher a deeper question
to study. However, in the large-size database, the association rule mining needs to
be upgraded in the aspects of mining efficiency, usability, and accuracy, and so on.
Therefore, new mining theory and mode are needed; the improvement to some
traditional algorithms is needed; and the research on the new and more effective
algorithm is also needed. Considering the present condition and the developing
trend of the data mining technology and the research on the association rule
mining[2], we select this topic to do some relevant task.
This thesis mainly includes the structure of distributed data mining application
system, distributed association rule algorithms, etc. As for the research on the
structure of the distributed data mining system, this thesis, on the basis of the
research on the present development situation of data mining and distributed data
Ill
mining, designs a structure of distributed data mining system based on multi-agent.
As for the research on the distributed association rule mining algorithm, this
thesis studies systematically the present research development situation of the
association rule and distributed association rule mining algorithm, and then designs
a distributed association rule mining algorithm—RK-tree algorithm, which is raised
and designed according to the conditions that the centralized distributed association
rule mining algorithm requires too many communications among sites; large data
transmitting; high requirements to the network bandwidth; low mining efficiency;
and the privacy and security of data is easy to be damaged. In RK-tree algorithm,
the sub-site point can just send the local frequent itemsets it dug to the main site
point. And it just needs three communications between the main site point and sub
site point. Because the amount and times of communication are decreasing, the
privacy and security of data can be protected. What's more, in RK-tree algorithm,
each sub site point can use any existing centralized association rules mining
algorithm, which reduces the workload of algorithm analysis.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Data MiningC3] is a interdisciplinary study which integrates the results of the
newest technologies such as Database technology, Artificial Intelligence^ Machine
Learning, Statistics, Knowledge Engineering, Object-Oriented Methods Information
Retrieval, High-Performance Computing and Data Visualization. With more than ten
years' research, there are many new concepts and methods of data mining.
Especially in recent years, some basic concepts and methods become clearer. And
their research is further developing into a deeper direction. The reason that data
mining is called one of the backbone technologies in the future information handling
is that it, with a completely new concept, changes the manner with which people
uses data. In the twentieth century, the database technology has got decisive
harvest and been applied widely[4]. However, database technology, as a kind of basic
form of information storage and management, still takes OLTPC5] ( On-Line
Transaction Processing ) as core application, it lacks of supporting mechanism of
higher function such as decision-making, analysis, and forecasting, and so on. As is
known to everyone, with the expansion of the database capacity, especially the
increasing popularity of the new type of data source such as Data Warehouse and
Web, etc, the complex application such as OLAP ( Qn-Line Analytic Processing X
Decision Support and Classification, Clustering is inevitable. Facing this challenge,
data mining and knowledge discovery emerge and show powerful vitality. Data
mining and knowledge discovery help data handling technology into a higher stage,
which can not only query the past data, but also can find the potential associations
among the past data. Then, it is possible to do higher level analysis in order to make
ideal decision and forecast future developing trend.
1.1 topic background
With the development of the distributed database, the centralized data mining
cannot meet the demand of the distributed data mining. Therefore, the research on
the distributed data mining system has become the hot researching topic in the field
of data mining[6].
Why the research on the data mining facing the distributed database has been
paid so much attention? The main reasons are as follows[7]:
©The object of data mining is large-size data set. However, in the actual
environment, most large-size database exists in distributed form. Therefore, it is
necessary to put forward the structure of new distributed data mining system.
® Data mining system often needs data from database from different sites,
which require the data mining system have the ability of distributed mining, and
meanwhile, we should design new distributed data mining algorithm according to the
features of distributed data mining.
The main requirements of the users to the data mining technology are as
follows[7]:
© The enlarging of the enterprise size. Most of them have many branches and
each branch forms its own body.
©Security and privacy are more and more important. In the market competition,
the protection of the security and privacy of the data is more and more important to
all enterprises.
(D Data quantity is larger and larger. The efficiency requirement of the
association rule mining in the enterprises is higher and higher.
In the light of the above points, the traditional mining technology based on
centralized database cannot meet the requirements, and gradually exposures its
own disadvantages, mainly including the following three points[7];
© To the application of many branch nodes, if concentrating all the data on one
centre server to do data mining, network will have to be loaded too much
transmission.
(D Compared with mining respectively in each branch node, the efficiency of
centralized mining is obviously low.
<D The centralized mining in which all concentrate on one place is
disadvantageous for the protection of data privacy.
A set of good mining algorithms of the distributed association rule has the
following features[8]:
—Accuracy: this is the basic requirement. That means the result of the
algorithm must be accurate. The present main algorithms can meet this requirement
in this aspect.
—High efficiency and privacy-preserving: it mainly refers to the executive
efficiency. Because the algorithm is based on distributed database, the quantity of
mutual transmitting data among networks determines the efficiency of the algorithm
to a great extent. The less the quantity of the mutual transmitting data is, the higher
the efficiency will be, and the security, privacy and the secrecy will increase greatly.
The present main algorithms are trying to increase in this aspect, but not enough.
This topic is just based on such background, and it is focused on the
shortages of the centralized algorithms and the main disadvantages to improve. First,
it puts forward structure of the distributed data mining system based on multi-agent,
and then the mining algorithm of the distributed association rule to make the data
mining in the distributed environment increase in the aspects of both data privacy
protection and operation efficiency.
1.2 The research contents
The distribution of data saving method bring challenges to traditional
centralized data mining, and distributed data mining is required by circumstance.,
the distribution of data and isomerism is the difficult part in distributed data mining.
Centralized data mining algorithm can not suit the requirement of distributed data
mining. How to design new algorithm or improve existing centralized data mining
algorithm is also an urgent problem. This thesis will focus on these two points to do
some research. The researching methods in this thesis are mainly in the following
aspects:
Dintroduce in details about research on data mining, the structure and
algorithm of distributed data mining in chapter two.
Dintroduce the concept of ""agent" in chapter four, and bring about an
architecture which is used in distributed data mining. This architecture is based on
mass distributed saving transaction database in physics. Multi-agent technique is
used here to enable the intelligence of the architecture.
Din chapter three, the theory of distributed mining association rules are
discussed. And in chapter five, a new distributed association rules
algorithm—RK-tree is introduce. This algorithm will make the system safer and more
effective.
Dthe last chapter is the conclusion of the whole thesis. Also, further thinking
and suggestions of distributed data mining system are raised by the author.
1.3 Organization form of the thesis
This thesis dissertates and analyzes the ideas of mining technology and the
algorithms systematically, and focuses on the distributed data mining and the
association rule mining algorithm. On the basis of these, the structure of the
distributed data mining and a kind of new algorithm of distributed data mining are
put forward. The contents of each chapter in this thesis are arranged as follows:
Chapter One: introduction
This chapter introduces purpose and meaning of this research, and put
forward the core contents of this research. Meanwhile, the task of his thesis and the
organization of the thesis are also stated.
Chapter two: Theory of Data Mining
© Introduce present research situation of data mining;
© Briefly introduce the distributed data mining technology;
Chapter three : General introduction of Association Rules
Focus on the basic concepts of the association rule mining algorithm, the basic
ideas of the algorithm, and the general condition of the development. And then the
ideas of Apriori algorithm are emphasized, and finally discusse several problems in
the classification and mining of the association rule.
Chapter four :the distributed data mining system based on multi-agent
(D introduce the distributed data mining system and agent technology;
(D put forward a model of the distributed data mining system based on
multi-agent ;
Chapter five: the mining algorithm of the distributing association rule
This chapter puts forward a kind of algorithm of the distributing association
rule based on multi-agent, and analyze and conpae this algorithm. And examples to
prove the advantage of the algorithm are also presented.
Chapter six: conclusion
this part will make a conclusion of the research in this thesis. And offer
author's thinkings and suggestions on further research on distributed data mining
system.
CHAPTER 2 Theory of Data Mining
2-lData Mining
With quick development of database technology and the wide application of
management system, more and more data are accumulated, behind which there is
much hidden important information. People hope to analyze the information in
higher level in order to better make use of these data. At present, the database
system can realize high-efficient functions such as recording, correcting, statistics
and inquiry, etc. However, it cannot discover existing association and rules among
the data, and cannot forecast future developing trend according to present data.
Lacking means of mining the knowledge hidden behind data leads to the phenomena
of "data explosion with lack of knowledge". We use database management system to
store data, the method of machine learning to analyze data, and mine knowledge
hidden behind a great deal of data. The combination of these two promotes the
appearance of knowledge discovery of database (KDD)[9].
Although data mining itself is a discipline, its origination can trace back to the
early development of artificial intelligence in 1950s. During this period, mode
identification and the development based on rule reasoning provide basic module,
and data mining is based on these concepts. From then on, although we had not give
a name to data mining, many technologies used today are extend from that time,
and they are mainly used in science application. Figure 2.1 shows the development
in the past forty years[10].
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FigureZ. 1 History of DataMining Development
2.1.2 The structure of data mining system
A practical data mining system should have the following characteristics:
(l)the ability of quick respond. The system can send information back to
customers even the operation time of system is very long;
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(2 ) the abil i ty to deal w i th large amount of data, tha t is, having bet ter t ime
complexi ty in realization me thod ;
(3) f r iendly and al ternat ing interface; data output can be realized in many
ways.
(4) the abil i ty to choose self-adaptat ion and suggest bet ter parameters and
models.
( 5 ) Because customers are usually not experts, they don not know which
model is suitable for the exist ing data.
Figure 2.2 is a typical st ructure of data mining sys tem, the fol lowings are
discussions on the composit ion and funct ion of each par t [ 3 ] :
(1) Database, data warehouse and other in format ion base: i t is a in format ion
base of a database or a group of database, data warehouse and electronic table or
other types. I t can clear and integrate data on data.
(2) Server of database or data warehouse: according to users ' requi rement of
data min ing, server of database or data warehouse are responsible for extract ing
relevant data.
(3) Knowledge base: knowledge base is used to save knowledge needed in data
min ing. This knowledge will be used to guide the searching process of data m in ing ,
or to help evaluate the data mining results. The threshold value defined by
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customers in mining algor i thm is the simplest area knowledge.
(4) Data mining engine; it is the basic part of data mining sys tem, which is
composed of a group of functional modules, used for the analysis of character izat ion,
relevance, classification and cluster ing, and evolut ion and variance analysis.
(5) The module of mode evaluat ion; usually, this component uses the degree of
interest to measure, and interacts wi th data mining module in order to focus the
search on the interesting modules. I t may use the threshold of interest degree to
f i l ter the discovered modes. The module of mode evaluat ion can also integrate w i th
mining module, which depends on the realization of all the used data mining
methods.
(6) The interface of graphs and users; th is module communicates between
users and data mining system, al lowing users to interact w i th sys tem, point ing the
inquiry or task of data min ing, providing in format ion, helping search focus, doing
data mining wi th searching method according to the middle results of data min ing .
Besides, this component also al lows users to browse database and data warehouse
or data st ructure, to evaluate mining mode, and to visualize the mode wi th d i f ferent
forms.
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FigureZ.2 The structure of data mining system
2.1.2 Functions of data mining
Data mining makes the proactive decision based on knowledge through
forecasting future trend. The aim of data mining is to discover the hidden and
meaningful knowledge from database. It mainly has the following five kinds of
functions1111:
©forecasting trend and behaviors automatically
13
Data mining looks for forecasting information automatically in the large-size
database. Nowadays, the problems that need more manual analysis in former times
can get conclusion more quickly and directly from data themselves. A typical
example is market forecasting problem. Data mining uses the data about
promotion in the past to look for the users who will give the largest investment in
future. The other problems that can be forecasted include forecasting bankruptcy
and identify the groups that will probably respond to given events.
©association analysis
Association analysis is a kind of important knowledge that can be discovered in
database. If there is some regularity between values of two or more than two
variables, it is called association. Association can be divided into simple association,
time-sequence association, and cause-result association. The aim of association
analysis is to find out the association web hidden in database. Sometimes we do not
know the association function of data in database, even we know it, it is uncertain.
So the rule of association analysis is reliable.
©clustering
The record in database can be divided into a series of meaningful itemsets, that
is, clustering. Clustering strengthens people's understanding to the objective reality
and it is the precondition of concept description and derivation analysis. Clustering
14
technology mainly includes the method of traditional mode identification and
mathematics taxonomy in the early 1980s, Michalski[12] put forward the concept of
clustering technology, whose points are that when dividing objects it not only needs
to consider the distance among objects, but also the types divided have the
discretion of some kind of connotation, so that some sidedness of traditional
technology can be avoided.
©concept description
Concept description is to describe the connotation of some type of objection,
and summerize its relevant features. Concept discretion is divided into feature
description and distinction description. The former one describes common features
of some type of object while the latter one describes the distinction among different
types of objects. The feature description generating one type only evolves the
general feature of all objects in this type. There are many methods of generating
distinction description, such as decision-making tree method, and genetic method,
and so on.
©derivation testing
There are often some abnormal records of data in database. It is meaningful to
test these derivations in database. Derivation includes much potential knowledge,
such as the unusual examples, the special cases not meeting the rules, the
15
derivation between the observing results and model forecasting value, the change of
value with time, and so on. The basic method of derivation testing is to look for
meaningful differences between observing results and the reference value.
2.1.3 Methods used in data mining
©rule summing[13]
It is to sum and extract valuable if-then rules through statistics method, such as
association rule mining.
©the method of decision-making tree
It uses tree shape to stand for decision set. These decision sets will generate
rules through the classification of data collection. The method of decision-making
tree first uses information to look for the field with the greatest information in
database and then establishes a node of decision-making tree. And then according to
different values of fields, branches of the tree will be established; then in each
itemset of branch, establish repeatedly the lower-layer node of the tree and
branches, i.e. establishing decision-making tree. The most influential international
decision-making method is the method of ID3 ( Interaction Detection^143 ) developed
by Quinlan[15], whose typical application is classification data mining.
©artificial neural network[16]
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This method mainly imitates the neuron structure of human being, and it is also
a kind of non-linear forecasting model to study through training. It can finish many
kinds of data mining tasks such as classification, clustering, and feature rules, and so
on. Meanwhile, it is based on the MP[17] ( McCuIIoch Pitts ) model and HEBB[18]
( Hebbian ) study rule to establish three kinds of network models : forward feedback
network, backward feedback network, and self-organization network .
©genetic algorithm
This is a kind of algorithm imitating the process of biology evolution, which is put
forward by Holland [19] in the 1970s for the first time. It is an iterative process based
on groups, and with the features of random and directional search. These processes
include four kinds of typical operators; gene portfolio, crossover and mutation, and
natural selection. Genetic algorithm acts on a group composed of many potential
solutions of the problems, and each individual in the group is expressed by a code.
Meanwhile, each individual needs to be given a suitable value according to the
objective function of the problem in order to perform the ability of advantageous
search of genetic algorithm,
©fuzzy technology1201
Fuzzy technology is making use of the theory of fuzzy set to make fuzzy
assessment, fuzzy decision-making, fuzzy mode identification and fuzzy clustering
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analysis. This kind of fuzziness exists objectively, and the higher the complexity of
the system is, the stronger the fuzziness will be. On the basis of the traditional fuzzy
theory and probability statistics, the cloud model shaped through putting forward
the qualitative and quantitative and uncertain transferring model combines the
fuzziness and randomness of the concepts together, which provides a kind of new
method of concept and knowledge expression, qualitative and quantitative
transferring and comprehension and decomposition for data mining.
©Rough Set method[21]
It is a kind of completely new data analysis method put forward by Poland
logician Pawlak[22] . In recent years, it has been paid great attention to and widely
applied in the fields of machine learning and KDD, and so on. This kind of rough set
method is an effective researching method in uncertain and imprecise problems in
information system, whose basic principle is based on the ideas of equal-price type.
However, the elements of this kind of equal-price type are regarded as indistinctive.
The basic method is first using the method of rough set approximation to discrete the
attribute value of information system; and then dividing each attribute into
equal-price type, and then making use of the equivalence to simplify the information
system; and finally getting a minimum decision association in order to get rules
conveniently.
18
©visualized technology[23]
It uses the form of visual graphics to display the information mode, the
association or the trend of data to the decision-makers. In this way the
decision-makers can analyze the data association interactively through the
visualized technology. The visualized technology mainly includes three aspects of
visualization of data, model, and process. Among them, data visualization mainly
has histogram, box map and fall apart point chart; the concrete method of model
visualization has something to do with the algorithm of data mining. For example,
the algorithm of decision-making tree is expressed by tree shape while process
visualization uses data flow to describe the knowledge discovery process.
Although data mining technologies mentioned above have their own features
and applicable scope, the types of knowledge they discover are not the same. Among
them, induction is often suitable for association rule, feature rule, sequence mode
and the mining of discrete data; the method of decision-making and genetic
algorithm and rough set method are often suitable for classification mode and
structure; but neural network method can be used to realize many kinds of data
mining such as classifying, clustering, feature rules; fuzzy technology is often used
in mining association, fuzzy classification and fuzzy clustering rule.
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2.1.4 the main application and the developing trend
The research of data mining is driven by application. Since it was born, it is
featured with application function. Due to features of data mining itself, it has great
application foreground in any fields such as finance, insurance, retail trade, medicine,
manufacturing, transportation business, science and engineering research, and so
on[24][25]. In finance, data mining can be used to analyze users' credit condition, as
well as forecast the repayment condition of loan; in the field of biomedicine, data
mining can be used to research DNA sequence; in the production manufacturing, it
can be used in aspects of failure diagnosing, storage optimizing, manufacturing
attempering, and so on. Due to the diversity of data form, the task of data mining,
there are many challenging topics in the field of data mining. The high -effective and
useful method of data mining, the design of data mining language, the
establishment of interactive integrated data mining environment, all these problems
are research and development personnel of data mining facing. The future focus and
developing trend of data mining field can be expressed in the following
aspectst2]C26][27]:
(1) The standardization of data mining platform: the standardization of data
mining language will provide convenience for the development of the systemization
of the mining project, and is helpful for the mutual operation between each data
20
mining system and function module; it is also convenient for the training and using
in the enterprises. Maybe it will be standardized and easy to use like SQL in the
future.
(2) The visualization method in the process of data mining: the research on
this aspect will make the process of knowledge discovery understood by the users
visually, and it is convenient for intercommunion between people and machine.
(3) The stretchable method of data mining: most of the traditional data
analyzing methods are based on memory. What data mining faces is large quantity
of data. Therefore, it becomes a research direction that how to effectively and
intersecting handle these large amounts of data. The complexity of a good algorithm
of data mining should increase linearly with the growth of the number of data record
and attribute.
(4) Web mining: at present, Internet has been the most immense and global
information service centre. There is a great deal of information on Internet. The
mining of Web contents, Web log and Web structure has been one of the most
important hot topics in present and future data mining field.
(5) The new method of complex data type mining: at present, the mining with
complex data type, such as the mining of geography space, multimedia, time series,
and so on, has made some progress. But there is a long way to go for actual
21
application. Therefore, further research on this field is very important.
(6) Privacy protection and information security in the process of data mining:
with the development of data mining, how to guarantee the privacy security and
information security is a very important problem. So, it needs to do research in this
field.
(7) The algorithm of distributed data mining and the platform of distributed
data mining; with the development of network technology and the globalization of
enterprises and organizations, data information of enterprises and organizations
may distribute in different physical positions. In order to excavate useful knowledge
from these data, it is challenging to do some distributed improvement in the original
centralized algorithms and construct high-effective distributed data mining platform.
2. 2 Distributed Data Mining
The global distribution of the enterprises and various kinds of organizations
causes that a great deal of data or information is stored in different geographic
positions, quick development of network technology, internet technology and the
increase of the computer performance makes it possible to analyze and handle these
data, and excavate the valuable knowledge from them. And this has been the urgent
need to these enterprises and organizations. But most traditional data mining
22
systems are centralized. And at this time the distributed data mining system
emerges
When data mining is operating in such environment; users, data, hardware
resource and software resource needed in mining are distributed physically. We call
it Distributed Data Mïnïng[28][29] (DDM for short). I t is a process that makes use of
distributed computer technology and discovers knowledge from distributed database.
Typically, this kind of environment has the features of heterogeneity data, many
users, and large-size data quantity.
F 2812. 2. 1 the basic principle of Distributed Data Mining (DDM)
Distributed data mining is a new research field put forward recent years.
Because it has tempting foreground, at present, there are considerable research
personal devoting to the research on this field and having made some results. The
two basic steps of the typical distributed data mining algorithm are :© partial data
analyzing, and producing partial data model(partial knowledge).© combining
partial data model in different data points and then getting the overall data
model(overall knowledge) as the Fig.2.3 shows:
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Figure 2.3 the generalization of the overall knowledge of the distributed data
2. 2. 2 the necessity of the distributed data mining1-
The present data mining algorithm and model are mainly concentrative. Even
under the condition of data distributed storing, it also requires to recollect these data
into a concentrative place (like data warehouse), which demands high-speed
network of data communications; also, responding time will become longer and the
privacy and security will be damaged, Especially when the distributed data are not in
the same structure. Although the band network is increasing, it cannot catch up with
the speed of data increasing. As a result, it needs to use limited band network to
move large capacity of data. What is more, the centralized concentrative data mining
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algorithm is not suitable for future analysis application of large capacity and
distributed data. Therefore, because of privacy and secrecy of data and the
incompatibility of system, it is not realistic to put all the data into a concentrative
platform.
2.2.3 the key technological problems in distributed data mining
In the distributed data mining, there are the following four aspects of key
technologies needing to be noticed;
(1) Data Consistency™
The first stage of data mining is to collect data from the data source of logical
distribution or physical distribution. The traditional method is to extract data table
first from association database, and then put it into a concentrative data warehouse
or data set. Therefore, to the distributed data mining system, it is very important to
provide a consistent storing structure for all the data mining processes. Besides, it is
also critical to minimize the data movement of the whole data mining period as much
as possible in the distributed environment. And also, an important topic is to develop
an inquiry interface which is compatible with SQL for data mining algorithm to visit
the information of the distributed database directly.
(2) Parallel Data Mining
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On the side of servers, running data mining under large scales of data set are
very time consuming, because data mining algorithm has very high complexity .A
better way is parallel data mining algorithm. Hany data mining algorithm have been
[31] [32] [33]
developed, such as Association Rules , Neural Network , Genetic Algorithms ,
[34]
Decision Tree , and so on. But traditional algorithms used only think about the
using of single data base, commonly they are series algorithms. Along with parallel
and distributed technique development, more and more mining algorithms based on
the parallel and distributed emerged. For example , recently parallel mining
association algorithms have CD( Count Distribution X CaD( Candidate Distribution %
[35] [36]
DD ( Data Distribution ) by Agrawal, PDM by Park . Based on distributed data
[37] [38]
based mining algorithms have DMA and FDM by Chueng. Parallel classifier
[39]
analysis algorithms have SPRINT by Shafer. Usually, parallel mining algorithms
and distributed data mining algorithms are universal.
(3) Knowledge Assimilation1401
In data distributed and function distributed environment, knowledge
assimilation is very important. Its basic ideas are using data mining algorithm to
assimilate knowledge from several data sets (generally not disjoint), and then using
the knowledge fragment produced in the data mining process to compose complete
knowledge.
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(4) Distributed Software Engineering1411
In recent years, internet has become the super-structure of Client/Server
computer mode in the worldwide. In new environment, application development is
mainly to develop software parts, and then combine them. Software parts have
encapsulation. Its compatibility with outside is finished through the applied
procedure interface (API) which is defined beforehand. The biggest advantage of
software parts is that they support software diplex. In this way system designing
stuff can use existing software parts. The most popular distributed models nowadays
are CORBA[42], ActiveX/DCOM and vTava Beans.
2.2.4 The Research Result of Distributed Data Mining
2.2.4.1 The existing distributed mining algorithms
• Distributed Classifier Learning[43]
This algorithm mainly uses the technology of Meta-Leaming. According to
different distributed forms of each site, it is divided into the algorithm for the same
structure data and the algortihm for the different structure algorthm.
• Collective Data Mining[44]
The ideas of this algorithm is that, at first, each site calculates automatically an
approximate orthonormal basis coefficient, and then select some special samples
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from the data set of each station to move them into one site. Calculate the
approximate basis coefficient targeting at non-linear crossterms according to the
collective data set. And finally, according to the basis coefficient, unite the partial
model into the overall model and submit it to the users.
• Distributed Association Rule Mining[45]
This algorithm is divided into two kinds; Count Distributed and Data
Distributed. The Count Distributed form is mainly used in the system in which data
are distributed in the same structure. The statitics of frequent item sets is that each
site counts respectively and then collects them to one site for the final arbitration.
Data distributed form needs to exchange data banding in the process of mining.
Therefore, it is mainly used in the system with high-performance network joining.
These algorithms are all the distributed versions of Apriori algorithm and its changed
form.
© Distributed Clustering [46]
This algorithm is often used in the environment of the same structure data. It
usually adopts the form of collective control. Some scholars apply the Agent
technology to this algorithm, and have achieved good effect.
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2.2.4.2 the architecture of the existing distributed data mining
In the aspect of the structure of the distributed data mining, many structures
based on different technologies have appeared, such as Jiangchun Song#and Junyi
Shent47] /They developed a n kind of distributed web-mining system based on CORBA
(DWMBC) ; GUO li-ming and ZHANG Yan-zhen[48] , have done research on the
Distributed Data Mining System Based on Multi-agent Technology ; Jiang Wu-shan
and Yu Ji-hui[49], put forward a service-oriented architecture of DDM on the grid ,
which can realize the data mining of large quantity under the distributed
environment of heterogeneous; KrishnaswamyC501 has researched a kind of
federated data mining system based on different structures and distributed
environment; this system is used for electronic business application; J . Omer Rana,
etc. put forward a kind of distributed data mining system frame with good
expansibility based on groupware technology. This frame can conveniently integrate
the third-side plug-in and the groupware defined by users themselves. Different
from the centralized data mining system, the present distributed data mining
systems are mainly in the research stage. There are still not mature commercial
products. The present research hotspot of the distributed data mining mainly
focuses on the handling of the extra-large-size data collection and increasing the
overall performance of the distributed mining system. Grossman[51], etc. put forward
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a kind of integrated system called PDS(photonic data services). This frame has first
integrated data service supporting teledata analysis and distributed data mining. It
has designed the network agreement used to transmit data high-effectively in the
network of high performance, and it has also designed chain-road service used for
light-fibre network. This frame can do the distributed data mining of Gigabyte
large-size data quantity.
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CHAPTER 3
General introduction of Association Rules
The association rule mining is an important research topic in the filed of data
mining, and the important content of KDD data research[52]. It is put forward in the
environment of supermarket data with the motive of discovering how each kind of
commodity is evolved. In the trade database of supermarket, there is association
between different commodity items that users buy. From this association we can find
the mode of users' buying behavior through association rule algorithm, such as the
effect of buying one kind of commodity on other commodities. The discovery of such
rules is useful for the design of commodity shelves, inventory arrangement and the
classification of users according to their buying mode.
In 1993, Agrawal, etc. first put forward the problem of the association rule of
the items in mining users' trade databaset53]. From then on, many researchers have
done research on the mining problem of association rules. Their work includes the
optimization of the original algorithms, such as introducing random sampling,
distributed, parallel ideas, and so on, to increase the efficiency of the algorithm of
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mining rule and promote the application of the association rule. At present, the
association rule mining has been applied into many fields such as business decisions,
market analysis in the enterprises,, testing the financial fraud, biopharmaceuticals
and mode identification, and so on. With the deepening of the research and
application promotion of the association rule mining, its importance and
practicability will show out prominently.
3.1 Basic conception and problem describing
Set 1= { i i , Î2-.. im} are itemset, in which the element is item, marked D as the
aggregate of (transaction) T, here the transaction T is the itemset, and TCl . Every
transaction has its unique identity, such as transaction number, marked TID. Set X
is a aggregate of item in I, if XÏ-T, then transaction T included the X.
A association rule is a containing formula like Xa&Y , here X ^ I , Y^ii , and
XfiY=cp. The support of the rule X^Y in transaction data base D is the ratio of X and
Y data and all the transaction data, it is called support(X^Y):
Support(XntY) =| {T | XuY £T, TGD}I / | D | (2.1)
If to item X, there is support(X) which is bigger than min-support (min-supp)
presented by user, it is called X frequent itemsets or big itemsets.
The confidence of rule XstY in transaction aggregate means the ratio of
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included X and Y transaction data and data of all the transactions , which is called
confïdence(X Y) :
confidence(X^Y) = |{T I Xu\CT , T€D}| / |{T:XSTTDD}| D (2.2)
Presented a transaction aggregate D, mining association rules problem are
association rules which generate min-support (min-supp) and min-confidence
(min-conf) whose support and confidence are bigger than users'.
3.2 The variety of association rules
We classify the association rule according to different situations1543:
(1) Based on the types of handling variables in the rules, the association rule can
be divided into Boolean type and number type.
The values in Boolean type are all discrete, and are classified by type. It
shows associations among these variables ; while number type association rule can
be combined with multi-dimensional cooassociation or multi-layer association rule to
handle the fields of number type, and do dynamic division, or handle the original
data directly. Of course type variables can be included in the number type
association rule.
For example : sex = *female"=> carrer= "secretary" is the Boolean type
relate rule, sex = ^female"=> avg income =1300, the involved income is number
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type. Therefore, it is a number type association rule.
(2) Based on the abstract level of data in rule, it can be divided into single layer
rule and multi-layer association rule.
In the single-layer association rule, all variables do not consider that realistic
data have different levels; but in the multi-layer association rule, the multi-layer of
data has been fully considered.
For example, IBM desktop=>Sony printer , it is a single-layer association rule
in detailed data; desktop=>Sony printer , is a multi-layer association rule in a
relatively higher lever and is more detailed.
(3) Based on the involved dimension of data in the rule, the association rules
can be divided into single dimension and multi-dimension.
In the association rule of single dimension, we only deal with one dimension of
data, such as the goods that user buys; while in the association rule of
multi-dimension, the data to be handled will involve many dimensions. In other
words, the single association rule handles the association of single attribute;
multi-dimension association rule handles the associations among each attribute.
For example, beer=>diaper, this rule only involves the goods users purchase;
gender= *female//=>career= '"secretary", this rule involves the information of two
fields, and an association rule in two-dimension.
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After giving the classification of the association rule, in the actual application of
the association rule, we can consider which concrete method is fit for which kind of
mining of rule, and how many different methods can be used to handle some kind of
rule.
3.3 The steps and classic algorithm of mining association
rule
3.3.1 The steps of mining association rule
The mining of the association rule is generally divided into the following two
steps[55]:
DDiscover all the item sets that the supporting degree of all transactions is
bigger than the minimum supporting degree. The supporting degree of one item
refers to the transaction number including this item. The item with the minimum
supporting degree is called frequent item, and the others are all non-frequent items.
DConstruct the rule in the frequent items that the confidence degree is not
lower than the minimum confidence degree. If ABCD and AB are frequent items, and
we can calculate the percentage conf>min-conf, then the rule is right. (This rule is
certain to have the minimum supporting degree because ABCD is frequent item.)
In the two steps mentioned above, the fist step is the critical step in the mining
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association rule. The overall performance of the association rule mining is decided by
the performance of this step. Therefore, present researches all focus on the first step,
i.e. the mining handling of the frequent items. Relatively speaking, the second step
is easier to realize, because it only needs to list all the possible association rules in
the frequent items that have been mined, and then weigh these association rules
with the threshold of the minimum supporting degree, and finally find the interesting
association rules.
3.3.2 Classical Association Rules Algorithm — - Apriori
Algorithm1561
Single-dimensional, single-level, Boolean association rules are the simplest
association rules for data mining. Apriori is an influential algorithm for mining
frequent itemsets for Boolean association rules. The name of the algorithm is based
on the fact that the algorithm uses prior knowledge of frequent itemset properties,
as we shall see below. Apriori employs an iterative approach known as a level-wise
search, where k-itemsets are used to explore (k+l)-itemsets. First, the set of
frequent 1-itemsets is found.This set is denoted Lj. Lt is used to find L2/ the set of
frequent 2-itemsets, and so on, until no more frequent k-itemsets can be found. The
finding of each Lk requires one full scan of the database.
(1) Apriori property
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To improve the efficiency of the level-wise generation of frequent itemsets, an
important property called the Âprïorï property, presented below, is used to reduce
the search space.
In order to use the Apriori property, all nonempty itemsets of a frequent
itemset must also be frequent. This property is based on the following observation.
By definition , if an itemset I does not satisfy the minimum support threshold ,
min-sup , then I is not frequent, that is , P(I) < min-sup .If an item A is added to the
itemset J, then the resulting itemset (i.e., IDA) cannot occur more frequently than L
Therefore , IDA is not frequent either ,that is , P(IDA) < min-sup
So we can use the ob-axiom : If a set cannot pass a test, all of its supersets will
fail the same test as wello So it is easy to make sure the Apriori property stand.
"How is the Apriori property used in the algorithm?" To understand this ,let us look
at how L/c-i is used to find LK.A two-step process is followed consisting of join and
prune actions.
D.The join step
To find Lk, a set of candidate k-itemsets is generated by joining Lk-t with itself.
This set of candidates is denoted CK. Let /j and l2 be itemsets in L*.j..The notation l£j]
refers to the j th item in /, (e.g., // [k-2] refers to the second to the last item in //). By
convention, Apriori assumes that items within a transaction or itemset are sorted in
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lexicographic order. The join, L^jool^j, is performed, where members of Lk~i are
joinabie if their first (k-2) items are in common. That is, members /j and l2 of Lk-i are
join if (/| [1] = l2 [1]) ( D /, [2]= I2 [2]) . . . ( • • h [k-2] = l2 [k-2]) ( • h [k-1] = l2
[k-1]). The condition / j [k- l ]</2 [k-1] simply ensures that no duplicates are
generated . The resulting itemset formed by joining /j and l2 is /j [1] /j [2].../j [k-1]
h [k-1].
D.The prune step
CK is a superset of L^ that is, its members may or may not be frequent,but all
of the frequent k-itemsets are included in CK. A scan of the database to determine
the count of each candidate in CK would result in the determination of Lk (i.e., all
candidates having a count no less than the minimum support count are frequent by
definition, and therefore belong to Lk)* CKr however, can be huge, and so this could
involve heavy computation. To reduce the size of CKf the Apriori property is used as
follows. Any (k-l)-itemset that is not frequent cannot be a itemset of a frequent
k-itemset.Hence, if any (k-l)-itemset of a candidate k-itemset is not in Lk~lr then the
candidate cannot be frequent either and so can be removed from CK* This itemset
testing can be done quickly by maintaining a hash tree of all frequent itemsets.
(2) Apriori algorithm describing[15]
Apriori algorithm describing as algorithm 3.1 showed.
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Algorithm: 3.1 ( Apriori ) Find frequent itemsets using an iterative level-wise
approach based on candidate generation.
Input : Database D . of transactions ; Mini-support threshold, min-sup.
Output : L
 t frequent itemsets in D.
( 1 )
( 2 )
( 3 )
LI = find frequent
For ( k = 2 ; Lk-i* 0
Ck = apriori qen (
1
U
itemset
k + +
min
( D ) ;
sup );
//Based on frequent ( k - 1 ) -itemset candidate k-itemsets
( 4 ) for each tDD{ //scan D for counts
( 5 ) G = itemset ( Q , t ) ; //get the itemsets of t that are
candidates
(6) for each cDG
(7) c,count++:
( 8 ) }
( 9 ) Lk= { cDCklcxount>min sup}
(10) >
( 11 ) Return L=UkLk
Procedure apriori gen ( U^ , min sup )
( 1 ) for each L1DU-1
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( 2 ) for each ^ ^
o ) if((L1ni=L2rn) D-D ( L1rk-2i=L2rk-2i) D
I
( 4 ) c= U PL? : //join step : generate candidates
( 5 ) if has infrequent itemset ( c , U-tJ_
( 6 ) delete c ; //prune step : remove unfruitful candidate
( 7 ) else g = GU <c\
( 8 ) }
( 9 ) return Ck_
Procedure has infrequent itemset ( c , Lk-iJ_
( 1 ) for each ( k-1 ) itemset s of c
( 2 ) if s^Lk-1 return TRUE ;
( 3 ) else return FALSE
The first step of Apriori algorithm is finding frequent 1-itemsets LI ; From (2)
to (8) step , used Lk-1 to created Ck for getting Lk . ApriorLgen process produced
relevant candidate itemsets ; Then used Apriori Property to deleted those itemsets
which are candidate itemsets of the non-frequent itemsets( the Bird step )o Till found
all of the candidates , then searched the data base ( the 4th step ) , To every
transaction of the data base used itemset function to helping find all the itemsets of
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the candidate itemsets in that transaction records ( the 5th step ) , Added up the
support frequent of every candidate itemset (the 6th step ) . Finally the satisfied the
min-supports candidate itemset made up of the frequent itemset L. So we can used
this process to helping get all the association rules in frequent itemsets.
Apriori process completed two operations, the one is connection, the two is
deleted operation. Such as the above introduced , in connected process , Lk-1 and
Lk-1 connected to create latency candidate itemsets ( from the 1st to the 4th step of
the algorithm ) ; In deleted operation ( from the 5th to the 6th step of the algorithm )
used Apriori property to deleted itemsets of the non-frequent itemsets in the
candidate itemsets . ( from the 1st to the 4th step of the algorithm ) ; In deleted
operation ( from the 5th to the 6th step of the algorithm ) used Apriori property to
deleted itemsets of the non-frequent itemsets in the candidate
itemsets .Has_jnfrequent_itemset process finished to check the non-frequent
itemsets.
3.3.3 The existing improvement of Apriori algorithm1561
(1) Hash-based technique (hashing itemset counts) C36]
A hash-based technique can be used to reduce the size of the candidate
k-itemsets , CK ,for k > l . For example, when scanning each transaction in the
database to generate the frequent 1-ttemsets, Li, from the candidate 1-itemsets in
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we can generate all of the 2-itemsets for each transaction, hash (i.e., map) them
into the different buckets of a hash table structure, and increase the corresponding
bucket count. A 2-itemset whose corresponding bucket count in the hash table is
below the support threshold cannot be frequent and thus should be removed from
the candidate set. Such a hash-based technique may substantially reduce the
number of the candidate k-itemsets examined (especially when k=2).
(2) Partitioning data[57]
A partitioning technique can be used to find candidate itemsets in just two
database scans. It consists of two phases. In Phase D, the algorithm subdivides the
transactions of D into nonoverlapping partitions. If the minimum support count for a
partition is min-sup ,the frequency of minimum support for each part is :
min_supxnumber__of_.transaction_of_partition. For each partition, all frequent
itemsets within the partition should be found. They are referred to as local frequent
itemsets. The procedure employs a special data structure that, for each itemsets,
records the TIDs of the transactions containing the items in the itemset. In this way,
it can find all of the local frequent k-itemsets, for k=l,2,....
To the entire database D, A local frequent itemset may not be a overall frequent
itemset. Any itemset that is potentially frequent with respect to D must occur as a
frequent itemset in at least one of the partitions. Therefore, all local frequent
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itemsets are candidate itemsets with respect to D. The collection of frequent
itemsets from all partitions forms the global candidate itemsets with respect to D .In
hash; a second scan of D is conducted in phased which the actual support of each
candidate is assessed in order to determine the global frequent itemsets. Partition
size and the number of partitions are set so that each partition can fit into main
memory and therefore be read only once in each phase.
(3) Sampling (mining on a itemset of the given data) [58]
The basic idea of the sampling approach is to pick a random sample S in the
given data D, and then search for frequent itemsets in S instead of D. In this way, we
trade off some degree of accuracy against efficiency. The sample size of S is such
that the search for frequent itemsets in S can be done in main memory, and so only
one scan of the transactions in S is required overall. Because we are searching for
frequent itemsets in S rather than in D. it is possible that we will miss some of the
global frequent itemsets. To lessen this possibility, we use a lower support threshold
than minimum support to find the frequent itemsets local to S (denoted Ls). The rest
of the database is then used to compute the actual frequencies of each itemset in Ls.
A mechanism is used to determine whether all of the global frequent itemsets are
included in Ls. If Ls actually contains all of the frequent itemsets in D, then only one
scan of D is required. Otherwise, a second pass can be done in order to find the
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frequent itemsets that were missed in the first pass. The sampling approach is
especially beneficial when efficiency is of utmost importance, such as in
computationally intensive applications that must be run on a very frequent basis.
(4) Dynamic Item Counting1591
Dynamic item counting is to add candidate items at different moment of scanning.
Dynamic item counting is put forward in the process of dividing and mining database.
Each divided data module is marked with the sign of "beginning". During this change,
at any beginning point, it can add new candidate item; before each database
scanning, the candidate items have been decided. This kind of technology is dynamic
because it needs to estimate the supporting degree of all items that have been
counted up to now; if all the sub-sets of an item are estimated as frequent, and then
add a new candidate item. The algorithm obtained through this method needs
scanning twice.
(5) Cyclical Market Shopping Analysis
Cyclical market shopping analysis is to discover the corresponding frequent
items in the period defined by the users. Cyclical market shopping analysis makes
use of the trade record with time mark to determine the set in the trade database
and mark it as period. The so-called period is a group like "the first day of a month"
and so on. From the item of each day in period, we extract corresponding association
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rule. In th is way, an i tem that doesn' t meet the m in imum support ing threshold can
be regarded as f requent in a data sub-set tha t meets the constraint of per iod.
(6) Sequence Pattern
Sequence pattern is to discover the t rade sequence (pat tern) w i th the change of
t ime . The a im of sequence pattern analysis is to mine the i tems according to t ime .
This kind of research is scarce in reality.
(7) Other methods include the association rule mining w i th mul t i - layer and
mult i -d imension and the mining of t ime-sequence data, and so on .
3.4 The Generalization of Association Rule
After mining all the frequent items in database D, it is easier to obtain
corresponding association rule. That is to say that to generate the strong association
rule meeting the minimum supporting degree and minimum confident degree, the
forum introduced in 2.3.1 can be used to calculate the confident degree of
association ruleC53].
The detailed operation introduction on generating association rule is as following:
( 1 ) For each frequent itemset I , generate all nonempty itemsets of I ;
support cou£it(l) _ ^
•
 s
-
s
- — -
L
— >r m i n ^ c on f
(2) For each non-empty itemset of 1, jf support_cou-nt<>) , then
a association rule "s=> ( I - s ) " will be generalized; thereinto, min__conf is the
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minimum confident degree threshold.
Since the rules are generated from frequent itemsets, each one automatically
satisfies minimum support. Frequent itemsets can be stored ahead of time in hash
tables along with their counts so that they can be accessed quickly.
3.5 The analysis of some existing association rule mining
algorithms
The mining of the association rule has made remarkable achievements, and
already put forward many good association rule mining algorithms. According to the
application environment we classify them into three types:
One is the association rule mining algorithm used in centralized database
system [6064]. This kind of algorithm includes AIS, Apriori, AprioriTid, AprioriHybrid[65]
put forward by Agrawal, etc. and DHP[66] put forward by Park, etc., and the dividing
algorithm PARTITION[67] put forward by Savasere, etc., and the sampling[68]
algorithm put forward by Tovionen, etc., and some updating algorithms of the
association rule such as FUP, IUA and NEWIUA, and so on.
Among them, the basic idea of Apriori algorithm is scanning database
repeatedly. The length of scanning in the kth time is the big itemset Lk ; when
scanning in the k+ l t h time, on the basis of k itemset in Lk, the candidate collection
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ill be produced; DHP algorithm uses Hashing technology to improve the
producing process of the standby itemset Ck; the algorithm PARTITION is to
divide the database, reducing the I/O times in the mining process; the algorithm
Sampling is first to sample the database, and then mine the sampling data to
increase mining efficiency.
The second one is the algorithms solving the problems of the association rule
mining in the parallel environment: the CD (Count Distribution) put forward by
Agrawal, etc., DD (Data Distribution), CaD(Candidate Distribution) [69] and
PDM(efficient Parallel Data Mining for association rules )[7°3 put forward by Park, etc.,
and so on. All these algorithms are based on the algorithm Apriori. The precondition
is that the processor contains special memory and disk and there is no region that
can be shared in structure. The processor is joined by communication network, and
the information transmitting is used for communicating; and data are allotted evenly
to the special disk of each processor.
The basic idea of CD algorithm is that: on each processor, there stores the
overall candidate itemsets and frequent itemsets. In each step of calculation, we use
Apriori algorithm to calculate the number that the candidate itemsets supports in the
local data. And then do synchronization once, and each handling itemset exchanges
the supporting number of the local candidate item collection to make all the
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candidate item collections of each processor get the overall supporting number, so
that the overall frequent item collection Lkcan be got. CD algorithm allows parallel
redundant calculation and redundant storing in other processors, avoiding
transmitting large quantity information as much as possible.
DD algorithm makes use of the overall storing space more effectively. It stores
different candidate item collection in each processor. Each processor, in order to
calculate the overall supporting number of local candidate item collection C'k, must
both calculate the supporting number of the local candidate item collection and the
supporting number in all the other processors. Therefore, it must broadcast the local
data, and receive the data transmitted from the other processors. Because the
communication load is very large, the machine should have higher communication
speed.
The algorithm CaD combines CD and DD algorithm. When generating one item
collection, we use CD algorithm or DD algorithm. But when generating the following
k (k>l ) item collection, the algorithm allots the frequent item collection U-u and also
re-allots the transaction database; when generating C'k, it should separate it from
other processor, not waiting other processors to transmit the complete pruning
information, but only when other processors transmits lag pruning information,
leaving them to be handled in the next pruning time. Although CaD algorithm avoids
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large quantity information transmitting, its efficiency is not so ideal due to the
re-allocation of the transaction database.
The third one is the algorithm solving the problems of the association rule
mining in the distributed environment, such as DMA[71], FDM, etc. [7278]. The design
of algorithm DMA is based on the principle that wif the item collection X in DB is big
item collection, then it must also be big item collection in some DB". The algorithm
uses local pruning technology to generate the candidate big item collection which is
smaller than that of the algorithm CD. When each sites exchange supporting number,
the algorithm uses polling site technology to make the communication cost of each
tern collection X degrade to 0 (n) from 0 (n2)of the algorithm CD, and n is the number
of the site. Although the algorithm DMA overcomes some weakness of the algorithm
CD, it needs the supporting number of all the other sites when generating K frequent
big itemset, having more synchronization times with other sites. The algorithms FDM
and DMA are almost the same. The difference is only that FDM adds the overall
pruning technology.
Because each site in the distributed environment is joined through tele-
network. Constrained by the speed and the reliability of the network joining, the time
cost of transmitting the data and information among the sites is high, and the
reliability is not so good. Therefore, in the distributed environment, it should reduce
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the unnecessary communication and data transmitting as much as possible.
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CHAPTER 4
The distributed data mining system based
on multi-agent
4. 1 the distributed data mining system (DDMS)
Specifically speaking, data mining can be regarded as a forecasting model or
rule set got from one or more (distributed) data collections applying corresponding
data mining algorithm. Here different strategies can be used mainly according to the
data themselves, the distribution of the data, the software and hardware resources
that can be used, and the required precision. Accordingly, the centralized distributed
data mining systems have some differences in the following strategies [7980]:
(l)Data Strategy
The distributed data mining can choose the final result of moving data, or
moving middle result, or providing forecasting model, or moving data mining
algorithm. We can use the distributed data mining system of Local Learning to
establish models in each distributed places, and then carry these models to a centre
region. We can also use the data mining system of Centralized Learning to carry the
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data to the centre region and then establsih models. Besides, some data mining
systems use Hybrid Learning, i.e. the strategy combining partial leaning and the
centralized leaning.
(2)Task Strategy
The distributed data mining system can choose to co-ordinately use one kind of
data mining algorithm in several data stations, and can also choose to use different
data mining algorithms independently in each data station. In the mode of
Independent Learning, each kind of data mining algorithm is respectively applied in
each distributed data station; in the mode of Coordinated Learning, one (or more)
data station use one kind of data mining algorithm to coordinate mining task in
several data stations .
(3)Model Strategy
There are many methods of combining the forecasting models established in
different places. Among these methods, the simple and the most often used one is
making use of voting, which is to combine the output of the models of each type
according to the majority voting. But the method of Knowledge Probing is to
establish a comprehensive model according to the input and output of all kinds of
models and the expected output.
A distributed data mining system should have good performance in Scalability^
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Efficiency, Portability, Adaptivity, and Extensibility.
The extensibility of a distributed data mining system is such a kind of ability of
the system: when the number of the data sites is increasing, the performance of
the system has no substantive and obvious declining. The effectiveness means to
make use of the centralized system resources effectively and get the correct mining
results.
The Portability refers tothat a distributed data mining system should normally
operate in the multi-environment with software and hardware equipments, and can
combine multi-model with different expressions.
Almost all the environment of most data mining systems will change. The
adaptivity of the distributed data mining system refers to the ability hoe to evolve
and adjust according to the changed environment.
Not only data and mode will change with time, but algorithms and tools will
have some change with the progress of machine leaning and data mining. The
extensibility of the distributed data mining system means that ii must have enough
flexibility to adapt the present and future data mining technology; or else, it will be
inapplicable quickly and close to obsolescence.
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4.2 Agent introduction
The direct background of agent and its relevant concepts is distributed artificial
ïnteliengenœ[81], its basic theory was brought about by John.McCarthy[82] in 1950s.
And now it is widely used in areas such as process control, production-manufacturing,
information management, intelligent database, data mining, network management
and e-business. Agent technology is a new algorithm model, which is highly
intelligent, easy to construct distributed system and having strong reusability.
4.2.1 the characteristics and definition of Agent
The two characteristics of Agent is intelligent and acting ability. Intelligent means
the ability to use reasoning, learning, and other skills to analyze and explain various
information and knowledge which it meets or receives. Generally speaking, Agent
should have the following four basic characteristics1833:
(l)autonomy: agent can be operated without the intervening of people or other
agents. Also, agent can control its own behavior and inner situation; the behavior of
agent should be active and voluntary; Agent should has its own objective and
intention; Agent should make plans for its own behavior according to objective and
environment.
(2) reactivity: Agent can sense and understand its environment, and respond in
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time to the changes of environment.
(3)pro-activeness: can not only respond to environment, it can also adopt
behavior to face the objective through receiving some starting information.
(4)socialibility: Agent with sociability is very friendly. It has good social
relationship diffuse skills. Agents can communicate with each other by agent
language. They can communicate, share out the work and help one another, and
constitute a society or group with many agents.
The concept of agent and technology has appeared in the development of
distributed applied system and shown its remarkable effectiveness. From some
research about agent and developing work in the aspect of distributed application,
we can see the meaning of the concept and techonology of agent.
• . Agent techonology can improve the application of internet such as the agent
which develops "finding person with information". The agent, according to the
information, can initiatively notice information provider that who needs the provided
information at present ;
• • Agent techonology can improve the application of parellel projects, such as
the manager of agent technology developing work. It can make the workflow and
programming known to each workstation, and initiatively guide each workstation to
promoe the work according to the workflow and programming, handle and estimate
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the reports of work condition of each workstation, and manage centrally all kinds of
data,and so on.
D. Agent techonology can be used to develop the distributed interactive
simulation system. For example, it can connet the simulator of flight training and
several workstations in the computer network, and realize many agents imitating
airplanes in workstations to form interactive aviation simulation system together
with simulator. For this kind of simulator operation, the trained stuff can not only
experience all kinds of skills of operating planes, but also realzie various kinds of air
actions through the interaction with the intelligent autonomy imitating airplane
4.2.2 Multi-agent system
A multi-agent system (MAS)[84] is a system composed of multiple interacting
intelligent agents. Multi-agent systems can be used to solve problems which are
difficult or impossible for an individual agent or monolithic system to solve.
Examples of problems which are appropriate to multi-agent systems research
include online trading[85],disaster response1861, and modelling social structureso [87].
At present, people have begun to apply multi-agent system into the research of
distributed data mining system. For example, Centralized data mining system—
BODHI[44]; expandable distributed data mining system—( Parallel Data Mining
Agents)[88]; middle-learning distributed data mining system— JAM[89], etc..
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Multi-agent technique's applying to distributed data mining system has the following
advantages:
©Agent's autonomy: agent's autonomy is correspondent to the autonomy od
data source. Agent can visit local data according to local visit limitation and safety
strategy, cooperate with information on different data sources. In this way, the
protection of private information can be strengthened.
©Agent's go-aheadism: it can limit customer's supervision and the intervening
to data mining process. Customers can set objective and method for agents at the
early stage. And during the operating process, agents can adjust the task exercising
process.
©Agent's self-adaptation: this means agents can choose data source and collect
data independently. One important problem of distributed or real environment is the
changing of environment, which will result in the changing of data source. In this
circumstance, agents can search and select data according to standard set
beforehand, such as expected amount, type and quality of data, etc.. in this way,
agents can be basic tools to search for data source for static data mining method in
dynamic environment, thus static method can be used to analyze dynamic data.
©Agent's coordination: this means it can expand traditional data mining method,
which will enable them to suit mass data in distributed environment; realize data
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mining with multi-techniques; integrate results from each local site point, and
achieve results in overall situation.
4.3 the distributed data mining system based on
multi-agent
4.3.1 Structure
In this part, the thesis also brings about a distributed data mining system
which is based on multi-agent. This system can not only mine local data information,
but can also do distributed data mining in different data site point. It is composed of
users' interface agent, users' information base, knowledge managemen agent, task
management agent, the overall knowledge base, coordianting machine agent, and
data minign agent.
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Figure 4.1 structure of the distributed data mining system based on multi-agent
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4.3.2 Module function
Each function module of this system is composed of multi-agent. The agents
coordinate with each other to realize functions of the system. Therefore, this system
is the distributed data mining system based on multi-agent. In the following, we will
introduce the main functions of each module :
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4.3.2.1 Users' interface agent
Dit is used to realize the alternation between users and the computers. The
communicatin between users and the system is finished through the users'interface
agent. The users need not to communicate with other agents.
Dit can provides users nicer interface. The users' interfaces all use WEB form.
There are three advntages :
• • It is convenient for the users to deposit and take out.
• • Separated from the platform; the interface has nothing to do with the
system platform. Users need not to master professional knowledge. They only need
to input the mining demand precisely and then the system will automatically
transform the demand into mining task language and allot task to mining agent to
mine the data; after mining, the mining result will be displayed to users in the proper
form.
D.low costs in establishment and management
DGathering users' demand, and according to the demand to analyze the
information such as users' interest, and storing the analyzing result into the
information base f users;
DTaking the system security into consideration, in the process of the alternation
between users' interface agent and users, it will, according to the information in
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information base, validate the identification of users.
4.3.2.2 Task management agent
Task management agent is used to establish, manage, start-up and execute
data mining task. Making use of task management agent can pack the handling
steps needed by the data mining task including data picking-up manner, data
pre-handling manner, data dispersing method, data mining algorithm, and so on,
into a data mining task. Task management agent can manage this mining task, and
through task management agent, start-up the mining task, and record the state
information of mining execution. This is in favors of the establishment, management,
repeat execution of mining task, and so on. Specifically speaking, task management
agent has the following functions:
DAfter receiving the mining demand of users from the users' interface agent, it
disassembles the users' demand into each mining sub-task;
DDetermining which kind of algorithm will be used (in this system, the mining
algorithm applied in data mining sub-agent is not the only. We set many kinds of
effective mining algorithm suitable for different conditions in it), and making the task
known to the corresponding agent;
• Meanwhile, establishing mining log, and recording the information such as the
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data, task, result of mining every time for the future comprehensive analysis of the
mining knowledge.
4.3.2.3 Correspond agent
It is used to realize the communication between agents.
DAfter receiving the mining task given by task management agent, according to
the specific situation, it makes the task known to the corresponding data mining
agent; after mining, it receives the mining results transmitted from mining agent,
and then transmits them to the task management agent;
DTransferring the metadata, and providing the overall sharing;
Din the process of mining, it coordinates the information transferring among the
data mining gents. When it needs to make the mining task known to some data
mining agent, it should first test whether this mining agent is busy or not. If this
mining agent is not busy, then make the mining task known immediately; or else,
wait until the present mining task is over, then make the new mining task known.
DLogging on the mining log
4.3.2.4 data mining agent ( DMA )
DMA is the core of the system, which can realize the data mining analysis of
the local database. It mainly includes three functions: data picking-up, data
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pre-handling, and data mining. They can be expressed by different sub-agents. Data
picking-up and data pre-handling are data preparing process. Data preparing is a
very important link in the data mining process [8]. If the task of data preparing is
done well, the data quality is high, then the process of data mining will be faster and
more convenient, and the modes and rules that are mined finally will be more
effective and applicable, and the results will be more successful.
DData picking-up sub-agent: Picking-up data from one or more tables in the
appointed database to a new table, and managing the picking-up situation;
displaying the data in the table in the graphics mode and providing the attribute that
users choose to extract.
DData pre-handling sub-agent: transforming data into the form easy to mine,
and establishing and managing the concept number of the attribute; transforming
according to the concept number to form the mining data table.
Data pre-handling is an important step in the process of data mining (knowledge
discovery), especially when mining data that contain yawp or are incomplete, even
conflicting, it needs data pre-handling even more in order to increase the quality of
the data mining objects, and finally achieve the aim of increasing the quality of the
mode knowledge obtained by data mining. The so called yawp data means that there
are wrong or abnormal (deviating the expected value) data; incomplete data refers
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that the attribute of the interesting data has no value; while the conflicting data
means that there is conflicting situation in the data connotation (for example, the
coding as the key word in one department have different value).
Data pre-handling includes data cleaning, data integrating and data dispersing.
Data cleaning is to handle the pretermission in data and clean dirty data. Data
integrating is to combine and handle the data of multi-data sourece to solve
semantic fuzziness and conform into coherent data storing. Data dispersing will
discern the data muster that needs to mine, and narrow handling scope.
DData mining sub-agent : using mining algorithm to mine the data information
that has been extracted and handled.
4.3.2.5 Knowledge management agent
It provides the managing function of the data mining result knowledge, stores
mining result into the overall knowledge base, and displays mining results, and
provides the interface that the experts estimate the mining results and according to
the expert analyzing result, deletes some useless rules.
The results of data mining have many forms such as mode model, concept rules,
report graph, and so on. Estimating and testing the results are the indispensable part
in the whole process, including the mode explaining discovery, and displaying the
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discovered knowledge in the form that is easy to understand to the End-User; it
needs to estimate the reliability and practicability of the model, and on the basis of
understanding the model, adjust and improve the model. After the comprehensive
estimation and repeated testing, the redundancy and conflicting in the results will be
solved, and the aim of eliminating the false and retaining the true has been realized
to make it achieve the expected aim, and invest it into the actual application finally.
If the mining results are not satisfying, it can repeat the previous steps and links
until the more ideal concept rules or mode models are generalized.
4.3.2.6 Users' information base
there are two kinds of information storing in the users; information base; one is
users' managing information that is used to enrol, maintain and manage the users'
information, and authenticate the users' logging, and setup the purview and PRI.
The other is the information about users' interest and hobbies that is regarded as the
reasoning rules used for the alternation between the users' interface and users.
4.3.2.7 The overall knowledge base
The results of data mining not only can be provided to the users through
person-computer interface, but also can be stored into the overall knowledge base
for the future further analysis. Because the model diversity of the mining, the
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representation form of the knowledge will be different, having no uniform forms.
Therefore, it can setup a table for each kind of mining algorithm to store the
knowledge got through this algorithm.
4.3.3The Work Process of System
In this system, data mining agent DMA is responsible to store-etract data and
mine higher-level users' information from data. DMA works in the parallel form. The
coordinator is used to communicate and share information between DMA.
Coordinator collaborative agent provides information to users, and feedbacks the
users' information to the agent. The basic work principle of the system is as follows:
DThe users (who have passed the identification test of users' mining agent) give
out the mining requirements;
DThe task managing agent accepts mining requirements, and packages the
mining requirements according to the scheduled format and then transmits it to the
coordinator;
DThe coordinator analyzes the mining requirements and fixes the involved DMA;
DThe coordinator checks up the state of DMA and if DMA is not operating,
establish DMA;
DThe coordinator broadcasts the mining requirements to DMA;
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DDMA mines automatically the corresponding information according to the
mining requirements;
•The coordinator collects the corresponding information from each DMA, and
then analyzes it comprehensively, and gets the final result information.
•Task managing agent submits the result information to the users through the
users' interface agency
4.4 Summery
This chapter put forward a distributed data mining system based on multi-agent.
The structure features of this system are mainly as follows:
©Making use of multi-agent technology, and the features of multi-agent
coordinating system such as sociality, automatism, and collaborative to make the
system more intelligent, and meet the users' demand.
©Introducing task management agent, and making use of it can pack each
handling step needed by a data mining task such as data picking-up mode, data
discrete method, data mining algorithm, and so on, into one data mining task, which
is convenient for system automatically to control the automatic execution of
multi-step of a mining task, and also convenient to manage mining task, and
convenient for one mining task to be executed many times according to the
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requirements.
©The system structure is complete, which provides complete supporting for
each handling step of knowledge discovery.
CHAPTERS
The distributed association rule mining
algorithm based on multi-agent —RK-tree
algorithm
We have put forward a distributed data mining system based on multi-agent.
The realization of a better distributed mining system will depend on a high-effective
algorithm. The association rule mining is a kind of data mining algorithm that is often
used. Chapter two has stated that there is the problem of high communication cost
in the present distributed association rule mining algorithms that have been put
forward. To solve this problem, this chapter will put forward a distributed association
rule mining algorithm whose communication cost is lower—RK-tree algorithm.
5. 1 the basic concept and theory
Definition 4. 1 supposing a distributed database system S that is composed
of n sites s \ s \ s3, ......sn. DB is the distributed database of S. the database in the
station s1 is DB. DB=DB1 U DB2U UDBn. D and Dl respectively stand for the size of
the database in DB and DB8, D= Dx+D2 +......+ Dn. DB is called overall database, and
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DB' is called local database.
5. 2 the basic principle of RK -tree
RK -tree algorithm has following steps :
( 1) each site point adopts local-mining, and then gets local rules set R( i | i=1 ,
2 , , n ), in which local-mining use Apriori algorithm to realize association mining.
( 2) local rules set R ( i ) resulted from each site point is sent to the main
controlling site point as results. The main site point builds an overall rules knowledge
database, which is used to collect all rules sent by sub-site points, and reflect them
onto an association tree. Then an association rules tree—RK-tree is generated.
RK-tree includes all association rules database. And final association rules will be
mined in this overall database.
The constructing method of RK -tree :
•first, create a root node of tree, and mark it with "null";
Dstart scanning rules knowledge base D, D is an overall rules base which is
formed by collections from each sub-site point. It creates a branch in tree with each
rule mined from site point 1 according to the order of first component ( P ) — >
consequent ( B ) . The rule's consequent is the leaf node of branch, and record this
rule's appearing times as 1 at the leaf node;
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Dand then, compare rules mining from site point 2 with rules in the tree. If it is
same with a certain rule in the tree, them new branch with not be created. Then
record this rule's appearing times as 1, and record it into next rule. If not, then
create a new branch, and record appearing times as 1;
Dwith this method, reflect all ruled mined from all site points which are saved in
ruled knowledge base D onto the tree.
(3) with the given value N— the least appearing times rule, scan through the rule
tree formed by overall rules base. And then compare the appearing times of each
rule recorded in rule tree, delete branch whose times is smaller than value N, and
delete correspondent rule from rule knowledge base.
Because what we want is overall association rule, apparently this rule should exist
commonly in all sub-site points database. If some rule is generated just from certain
site points, them it is definitely not overall rule. Therefore, the selection of rule times
value N will influence directly this algorithm's speed and rate of convergence. For
different value N, this thesis offering some experimental results.
( 4 ) after deleting all branches smaller than value N, scan ail sub-site points'
database again, and obtain information of left branch rules in each sub-site point,
such as supporting rate, confidence coefficient, and event number of supports.
( 5 ) count supporting rate and confidence coefficient of each branch rule left in
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RK-tree with branch rule information obtained in step four. And determine the overall
rule according to the given smallest supporting rate and confidence coefficient.
Here it needs to say that the concentrative association rule mining algorithm
selects association rules according to the given supporting degree and confidence
degree. In distributed association rule mining, according to the ideas in this chapter,
the obtaind overall rules not only need to meet the given overall supporting degree
and confidence degree, but also need to meet the supporting number of sites, which
means that the overall rules must at least be supported by n ( n<the number of
distributed sites ) sites, i.e. overall rules must be the local/partial association rules in
n sub-sites. This algorithm is based on this kind of thought to first select possible
overall association rules from RK -tree.
5.3 the description of RK -tree algorithm
algorithm ; RK -tree algorithm :
Input : the distributed database DB{DBi , DB2 , , DBn} ; the threshold of the
minimum supporting degree min-sup ; the threshold of the minimum confidence
degree min-confi; the number of the minimum sites : N
Output : the mined overall rule
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( 1 ) for all sites do
{
(2) each sub-point adopts Aprior algorithm local-mining to generate local rule
set R(I);
(3) site point i sends each rule's attribute information generated from rule set
R(i) and R(i) to the center;
}
( 4 ) establishing rule knowledge base D; storing all the rule set R(i) transferred
from each site in D ;
( 5 ) for i = l to n do
{
(6) mapping all the rules in D the rule tree, generating RK -tree in which the
appearing times n ( i ) of each rule are recorded ;
}
( 7 ) for ( reading each branch of the tree one by one until the whole tree is
read )
( 8 ) if n ( i ) < N then delete this branch
( 9 ) else scanning the database again, getting the information of each sub-sites
in the left branch rule in the RK -tree; through the information calculating the
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supporting degree RK -tree and the believing degree conff ;
( 10 ) if supi< min-sup then delete this branch
( 11) else
( 12 ) if conff< min-conf then delete this branch
( 13 ) else this rule is the overall rule, output
( 14 ) end
5.4 The example of RK-tree algorithm
In order to make readers understand more deeply, we explain a simple example
with RK -tree algorithm specifically.
Eg. 3.1 in table 3.1, we give the mining rules of three sub-sites storing in the
rule database D. We use RK -tree algorithm to these rules to find the overall rule.
( suppsoig the transaction numebr that each site transfers is : site 1 : 25000 ; site 2 :
27500 ; site 3 : 30000 )
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rule of station 1
Num rule
1 a=5 Db=3D c=2 Dd= l
2 b=5nc=3Dd=4
3 C=4Dd=5D a=2Db=3
4 b=2Da=5Dd=inc=4
5 a=3Dc=6nd=5Db=4
rule of station 2
Num rule
1 b=2D c=4 Da=3
2 A=5nb=3Dc=2Dd=3
3 B=5Dc=3Dd=4
4 C=4Dd=5Da=2Db=3
5 B=ina=3Dd=2Dc=l
rule of station 3
Num rule
1 C=4Dd=5na=3Db=3
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B=2Da=5Dd=inc=3
A=5Db=3nc=2Dd=l
B=5Dc=3Dd=4
D=2Dc=4Db=5
Tab.5.1 the rule of the sub-site in rule knowledge base D
( 1 ) first, we construct the rule of the site 1 in rule knowledge base D into the
following RK -tree according to the constructing method mentioned above,
establish the root node of the "null"' of the tree, and each rule constitutes a branch
according to the order that the former piece - > the latter piece. The latter one is the
leaf node of the branch, and record the appearing times of this rule at the place of
leaf node.
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Figure 5.1 RK -tree formed by rule of the site 1
( 2 ) Then, begin to read each rule from the site 2. if it is the same as the
existing rules in the tree, then add one to the appearing times of this rule; or else,
establish another branch. According to this method read all rules. Fig. 4.2 is the
constructed RK -tree
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Figures.2 the constructed RK -tree
( 3 ) here, we regulate N=2 , minsup=0.1/minconf=0.7 then
n{a=5Db=3Dc=2 } = >d= l 41 , n=2=N , keep this branch ;
n{a=5Db=3Dc=2}=>d=3 4* , n =KN , delete this branch ;
D{b=5Dc=3}=> d=4 * , n=3>N , keep this branch ;
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n{c=4Dd=5Da=2 }= > b=3 * , n=3>N , keep this branch ;
D{b=2Dc=4}=> a=3 $> , n = l<N , delete this branch ;
D{b=2Da=5nd=l }= > c=4 «£ n=KN , delete this branch ;,
D{b=2na=5Dd=l }=> c=3 * , n =KN , delete this branch ;
D{a=3Dc=6nd=5 }=> b=4 4* , n=l<N , delete this branch ;
n {b= ina=3Dd=2 }= > c= l 4* , n =KN , delete this branch ;
D{d=2Dc=4 }=>b=5 41 , n=l<N , delete this branch ;
( 4 ) scanning the database of these three stations again to find the information
of the left branch in the three sub-sites, the findings are as follows :
rule n{a=5Db=3Dc=2 } = > d= l information
station 1
station 2
station 3
supi
0.17
0.03
0.15
confj
0.8
0.45
0.67
transaction
supporting number
4250
825
4500
transaction number including
the former piece
5312
1833
6716
ruleD{b=5Dc=3}=> d=4 information
confj
transaction
supporting number
transaction number
including the former piece
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station 1
station 2
station 3
0.15
0.08
0.11
0.63
0.6
0.73
3750
2200
3300
5952
3667
4520
rulen{c=4Dd=5Da=2 }=> b=3 information
station 1
station 2
station 3
supi
0.13
0.09
0.18
confj
0.75
0.64
0.85
transaction
supporting number
3250
2475
5400
transaction number
including the former piece
4333
3867
6353
Tab.5.2 the basic information of rules
According to Tab.4.2, we can easily calculate the supporting degree and the
confidence degree of the left rules, as follows :
First, according to the definition 4.1 , D= D +D2 +... ...+Dn, there is
Adding the transaction number of three sites :
25000+27500+30000=82500
minsup=0.1,minconf=0.71'J then
n{a=5Db=3Dc=2 } = >d= l :
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Support= ( 4250+825+4500 ) -=-82500=0.116 >minsup
confidence= ( 4250+825+4500 ) + ( 5312+1833+6716 ) =0.69<minconf
delete this branch ;
D{b=5Dc=3}=> d=4 :
Support= ( 3750+2200+3300 ) +82500=0.11 > minsup
confidence= ( 3750+2200+3300 ) + ( 5952+3667+4520 ) =0.654<minconf
delete this branch ;
D{c=4Dd=5na=2 }=> b=3 :
Support= ( 3250+2475+5400 ) +82500=0.13 > minsup
confidence= ( 3250+2475+5400 ) + ( 4333+3867+6353 ) =0.764 >minconf
this rule is the overall rule
through calculating, we know the rule {c=4Dd=5Da=2 }= > b=3 is the overall
rule.
5.5 comparison between RK -tree algorithm and other
algorithms
(OThe amount of communication. In each iteration step, in order to mine
overall K frequency maxterm set, FDM algorithm needs to exchange candidate
supporting numbers of K frequency maxterm set and local maxterm set. The times
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and amount of communication are all large. And complicated communication
agreement is needed. On the other hand, RK-tree just needs to come and go twice
between the main site point and each local site point. The amount of communication
is very small.
(2)High autonomy of sub-site point, which is good for reducing the complexity of
distributed mining controlling. In each iteration step's end, each site point of FDM
algorithm should be synchronous. They should wait to collect the supporting number
of candidate frequency maxterm set in other site points. On the other hand, RK-tree
algorithm is independently in each site point's mining. Each site point can do off-line
mining. And at the same time the amount and times of communication is smaller.
Therefore, the efficiency of RK-tree is better than FDM.
(3) Reduce the workload of algorithm research and development. The first step of
RK-tree algorithm—each site point found out that the task of local frequency itemset
is an undistributed frequency itemset mining task, therefore, it can be realized by
frequency itemset mining algorithm at present. And RK-tree can supplement on this
basis, which can realize the combination of algorithm knowledge, overall knowledge
test and distributed mining control, etc.. in this way, the workload of research is
reduced. What's more, currently, many effective frequency mining algorithms have
been raised. With these excellent algorithm, RK-tree algorithm's local frequency
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mining task is good to improve the efficiency of the whole algorithm.
(4)This algorithm is simple. It just need twice knowledge combination
5.6 The comparison of optimized experimental results
Experimental parameters:
Experimental test data: database of customers of Da Hua supermarket
Item Entry = 77120 ;
PC : Dual 2 Core Processor 1.6 GHz , memory 2G
Agent number : 3
Center number : 1
Network connections: six cable, kilomega connection
The structure of distributed network topology is as follows:
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Figure 5.3 The structure of distributed network topology
Time :
FDM : 47 minutes 32 seconds
RK - Tree : 32 minutes 12 seconds
Optimized performance : 31.9%
In order to further analyze the accountability of this algorithm, we test a group
of experimental data according to the objective entry number in different database.
The data objectives are as follows:
Object DB Entry Number :
512 1024 2048 4096 8192 10240 12240 15480 19900 24320
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The comparison results of the experiments:
T-e
RK-Tres
FDM
" ^ Entry Number
Figure 5.4 The comparison results of the experiments
By comparing the above experimental results, we discover that RK-tree is
better than FDM when Entry is bigger.
On 10240 entry node, there is one point of intersection of RK-tree algorithm
and FDM algorithm. Of course, according the different complexity of different data,
as well as the difference of network hardware and optimization realization, there
may be some differences in points of intersection.
Reasons:
As for DB with less data objective, RK-tree needs to divide overall database into
local database, and send concrete information on internet. In this way, large amount
of time is wasted in sending information and rearrange them. However, as the scale
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of data is increasing, RK-tree's efficiency in communication and mining which is
concluded in 5.5 is more obvious.
5.7 Summery
This chapter puts forward a distributed association rule mining algorithm based
on multi-agent—RK-tree algorithm. Through the above example, we can see that
it greatly reduces the network communication cost to use such algorithm to do
distributed association rule mining. It can calculate the supporting degree and the
believing degree of each rule and get high-effective and reliable mining results that
users need only by mapping the mining results of the sub-sites to a association tree
and through the basic information of each rule. In the whole mining process, it only
needs communication two times in sub-stations and the main station, and data
transferring is less(only the mining results of the sub-sites needs transferring), and
the requirement to the network bandwidth is low; the mining efficiency is high; the
security and privacy of data have been guaranteed. As a distributed association rule
mining algorithm, RK-tree has good practicability.
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CHAPTER6
CONCLUSION
The development of information technology and network technology
promotes the information process of enterprises and society. Most kinds of mass and
useful data are stored in the distributed places of physical position, which brings
challenge to the traditional centralized data mining. Therefore, the distributed data
mining comes into being as time requires. The inhomogeneous and the diversity of
data are one of the different problems in distributed data mining. It is another
different problem in distributed data mining that how to design and reconstruct
centralized mining algorithm to adapt the requirement of distributed data mining.
This thesis has done some research in these two aspects, and put forward
some novel thoughts and good ideas. The main work includes the following aspects :
( 1 ) On the basis of analyzing the model of the centralized distributed data
mining system, we apply multi-agent technology to the distributed data mining
system. The self-adaptability and intelligence of multi-agent provide a novel and
effective solving scheme.
( 2 ) The thesis puts forward a distributed association rule algorithm based on
multi-agent, and analyzes, compares this algorithm. Meanwhile we use concrete
example to prove the advantage of this algorithm, the main characteristics of
RK-tree are as follows:
Dfew amount and times of communication is good for improving the mining
efficiency. Each sub-site point mine local frequency itemset from local database, and
then sends local frequency itemset to the main site point. The main site point
combines local frequency itemset sent by sub-site points, and send the overall
frequency itemset to each sub-site point. After this, each sub-site point will make
supporting counting statistics of these overall frequency itemsets and send it back to
the main site point. At last, the main site point will combine results sent by each
sub-site point and get overall frequency itemset and overall association rules. This
algorithm just needs three times communication between the main site point and
sub-site points.
• the sub-site point has high autonomy, which is convenient for reduce the
controlling complexity of distributed mining. RK-tree algorithm is independent in
mining in each sub-site point. Each sub-site point can do off-line mining, which will
improve the efficiency of data mining.
• reduce the research on algorithm and workload of development. The first step
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of RK-tree algorithm—each sub-site point discover task of local frequency itemset, is
a non-distributed frequency itemset mining task. Therefore, it can be realized by
frequency itemset mining algorithm. And RK-tree algoeithm can be further
expanded on this basis, which will realize the comibination of algorithms, overall
knoledge identification and distributed mining control, etc.. In this way, the
development workload of research on algorithem will be decreased. What's more,
currently, many effective frequency module mining algorithems have been rasied.
These excellent methods can be used to realize RK-tree algorithm's local frequency
itemset mining task.
• this algorithm is simple, which requires only twice knowledge combination.
Although our research work has got some valuable achievements, there are
still some shortages, and this is the research work we are going to do next step:
( 1 ) It is a complex work with much workload to construct a distributed data
mining system with complete functions. We just put forward the structure of mining
system with main functions. There are many function modules needing to be
perfected, such as humanity users' interface, the secure measure of multi-agent,
and so on.
( 2 ) The research and realization of distributed data mining algorithms of
other types. In this thesis, we only research the association rule distributed mining
90
algorithm. In the future work, we will discuss about other distributed mining
algorithms like classification, and so on.
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